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the experimental structural biology community. In the latest experiment, CASP10, more than 100 structures were suggested as prediction targets, some of which appeared to be extraordinarily difficult for modeling. In this article, authors of some of the most challenging targets discuss which specific scientific question motivated the experimental structure determination of the target protein, which structural features were especially interesting from a structural or functional perspective, and to what extent these features were correctly reproduced in the predictions submitted to CASP10. Specifically, the following targets will be presented: the acid-gated urea channel, a difficult to predict transmembrane protein from the important human pathogen Helicobacter pylori; the structure of human interleukin (IL)234, a recently discovered helical cytokine; the structure of a functionally uncharacterized enzyme OrfY from Thermoproteus tenax formed by a gene duplication and a novel fold; an ORFan domain of mimivirus sulfhydryl oxidase R596; the fiber protein gene product 17 from bacteriophage T7; the bacteriophage CBA-120 tailspike protein; a virus coat protein from metagenomic samples of the marine environment; and finally, an unprecedented class of structure prediction targets based on engineered disulfide-rich small proteins.
INTRODUCTION
For the last two decades, the community-wide experiment on the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) has assessed the state of the art in protein structure prediction, documented the progress, and identified areas which require further development of improved methods. The experiment is based on "blind prediction," that is, at the time of modeling the experimental structure has not yet been published. Thereby, CASP depends on the experimental structural biology community to suggest protein sequences as prediction targets, for which an experimental structure will become available in the near future. Over the last 20 years, the experimental structural biology community has contributed more than 700 protein structures as prediction targets. CASP would not have been possible without this fruitful collaboration. For CASP10, more than 130 sequences were suggested by the experimental community, and 114 were selected by the CASP organizers as prediction targets during the prediction season. In addition to this, 18 targets have been submitted to CASP_Roll, a newly introduced version of the CASP experiment aiming at assessing predictions for challenging remote homology/de novo targets all year round. 1 We hope that this will motivate the development of advanced methods in this area.
Selection of targets for experimental structure determination is typically motivated by a specific research question. In this article, the experimentalists providing targets for CASP10 present selected target highlights and discuss which aspects of the targets were specifically interesting and to what extent they were correctly reproduced in the predictions. We hope that this type of manuscript, which was introduced in CASP9, 2 will help the structure prediction community to better understand which features of a structure are important from the point of view of crystallographers and NMR spectroscopists and how these features should be taken into account to develop better prediction tools. The article can also be of interest for future CASP assessors to decide which additional aspects of a structure require special attention in the assessment.
The article reflects the views of the contributing authors on selected challenging CASP10 targets. Specifically, the following proteins will be discussed: the acidgated urea channel, a difficult to predict transmembrane protein from the important human pathogen Helicobacter pylori; the structure of human interleukin (IL)234, a helical cytokine in the twilight zone; the structure of a functionally uncharacterized enzyme OrfY from Thermoproteus tenax formed by a gene duplication and a novel fold; an ORFan domain of mimivirus sulfhydryl oxidase R596; the fiber protein gene product (gp) 17 from bacteriophage T7; the bacteriophage CBA-120 tailspike protein; a phage coat protein from the marine environment isolated by metagenomics; and finally, an unprecedented class of structure prediction targets based on engineered disulfide-rich small proteins.
For each target protein, the prediction center website provides a numerical analysis of the submitted models (http://www.predictioncenter.org) using standard measures such as GDT, 3 local Distance Difference Test (lDDT), 4 Dali, 5 SphereGrinder, 6 CAD, 7 or RPF 8 scores. The results of the detailed evaluation by the human assessors in the FM 9 and TBM 8 categories are discussed in dedicated manuscripts elsewhere in this issue.
THE ACID-GATED UREA CHAN-NEL FROM H. PYLORI (T0666, PDB: 3UX4; HARTMUT LUECKE) Approximately 50% of the world's population is chronically infected with the neutralophilic pathogen H. pylori. 10 Infection with this bacterium produces gastric inflammation and predisposes infected individuals to the development of both peptic ulcer disease (10-20% of infected individuals) and gastric adenocarcinoma (up to 1% of infected individuals). 11
In recent years, triple and even quadruple therapy with broadband antibiotics has been suffering increasingly from resistance (up to 30% of eradication regimens fail). The pathogen's proton-gated urea channel, HpUreI, is essential for gastric infection, making it a target for specific eradication. 12 HpUreI allows rapid urea entry from the gastric juice into the cytoplasm where urease generates NH 3 and CO 2 that buffer the periplasmic space to pH 6.1 even at a medium pH of <2.5.
It is well known that membrane proteins are notoriously difficult to crystallize: to date, the atomic structures of just over 1300 membrane proteins are known (vs. over 95,000 soluble protein structures). Crystallization optimization and structure determination of this membrane protein of 195 residues were particularly challenging and required a multilaboratory effort of over 5 years. 13 The structure reveals a novel fold that assembles into a hexameric ring of protomers surrounding a central lipid bilayer plug. Each protomer forms an hourglassshaped channel within a twisted bundle of six transmembrane helices (TMHs) in a novel fold, a two-helix hairpin motif repeated three times. The urea pathway is defined entirely by side chains that are predominantly hydrophobic with several tryptophans in key positions. The side chains belong to TMHs 1, 3, and 5 and are highly conserved in the AmiS/UreI superfamily of channels (Fig. 1) . Constrictions above and below conserved Glu177 represent the proton rejection and urea selectivity filters. 13-15 A major component of the gating machinery resides in periplasmic loop 2, shown on the periphery of the hexamer in Figure 1 .
Perhaps not surprisingly, the prediction target with the number 666 proved to be devilishly difficult (see: "Number of the Beast," http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Number_of_the_Beast). The best predictions for this target correctly feature six TMHs. The only prediction closely resembling the native structure of a loosely packed twisted bundle of six helices with the urea channel through its center (Fig. 1) is TS079_1 (TASSER). Even though this is the best prediction according to the FM assessment, 9 only less than one-third of its residues are in proximity to the corresponding residues in the crystal structure 3 (GDT_TS 5 31.1%). Two other main groups of predictions either display a bundle of five helices packed around a central helix (e.g., TS035_1) or a two-layer structure with three helices in each layer (e.g., TS237_1). All predictions on this target quite loosely align with the experimental structure, with the best 25 predictions (according to the GDT_TS score) showing all-atom RMSD of 8.5-9.0 Å and GDT_TS of 32.6-33.8.
One reason for the failure to predict the correct fold of the HpUreI protomer may be the hexameric arrangement of protomers observed in the crystal structure, which was shown to predominate in solution as well. 13 Unrestrained molecular dynamic (MD) simulations with the entire HpUreI hexamer in an explicit lipid bilayer show this arrangement to be stable for more than 1000 ns, whereas equivalent MD simulations of a single protomer show it collapsing in a few 100 ns. 15 Thus, it seems likely that a single protomer of HpUreI does not possess a stable fold, suggesting a structural role for the hexameric scaffold perhaps by holding the loosely packed helices of the six-helix bundle of each protomer in the correct relative positions to form a urea channel that is impermeable to protons. Another function of the hexamer might be cooperativity in gating. A HELICAL CYTOKINE IN  THE TWILIGHT ZONE (R0007,  PDB:4DKC, 4DKF; XIAOLEI MA  AND J. FERNANDO BAZAN) The signaling functions of a remarkably diverse group of helical cytokines appear to be inextricably linked to a unique superfamily of hemopoietic receptors; these latter molecules share a binding scaffold evolutionarily designed to engage the conserved helical ligand fold. 16 Still, exceptions arise! A small clan of helical cytokines has escaped the tyranny of the hemopoietic receptors, and instead signal through three Class III receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), Fms/CSF-1R, Kit, and Flt3, relatives of the Class V RTKs for Cys-knot growth factors PDGF and VEGF. 17 The three rogue helical cytokines, CSF-1, SCF, and Flt3L, are distinctively membrane-bound and form head-to-head homodimers. 18 Recently, a novel secreted ligand for CSF-1R was isolated from a large- Figure 1 This composite shows the enlarged membrane-embedded hexameric ring of urea channels next to an electron micrograph of a H. pylori cell. Urea passes through the center of each of the six channel molecules (two green, two red, and two blue molecules). The center of the ring is filled with a lipid bilayer plug. [Credit: Hartmut Luecke (UC, Irvine) and Andy Freeberg (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory)].
IL-34:
scale functional screen and is designated as IL- 34. 19 Bearing no discernible sequence similarity to CSF-1, the mechanism of receptor sharing by IL-34 sparked our interest in pursuing the new complex structure and was compared with the known CSF-1/CSF-1R assembly. 20 We further intuited that IL-34 likely shared a helical fold with CSF-1, as the register of PSIPRED-located helices 21 fit the previously noted watermark of exon-encoded structural elements in CSF-1, SCF, and Flt3L, 18,22 and might critically shed light--as the outlier, secreted member of the clan--on their ancient divergence from the short-chain helical cytokine group. 23 In this vein, IL-34 as target R0007 in CASP10-ROLL proved to be one of the more challenging structures to predict.
The antiparallel four-helix bundle structure of dimeric human IL-34 was captured in solution (at 1.85 Å resolution; PDB: 4DKC), in complex with the three N-terminal Ig domains of CSF-1R (3 Å resolution; PDB: 4DKF) and also bound to two therapeutic antibody FAB fragments (7); the homologous mouse IL-34 complex structure is architecturally similar. 24 As assessed by Secondary Structure Matching (SSM), 25 the monomer structure of IL-34 was most closely similar to SCF (2.75 Å RMSD) with 7% chain identity over 103 superposed residues, and next matched CSF-1 (3.1 Å RMSD, 14% ID over 108 aligned residues) and Flt3L (3.6 Å RMSD, 9% ID over 92 residues). As the R0007 target sequence would have perhaps drawn attention to IL-34 as a cytokine and to CSF-1 as its competitor for CSF-1R binding, we chose to capture CSF-1 as the most likely sought template for an IL-34 model [ Fig. 2(A) ] and thereby highlight a few hurdles for the predictors. (a) Compounding the sparse degree of chain identity, (b) the disulfide bridge pattern in CSF-1 (notably shared with SCF and Flt3L) is distinct from the deduced links in IL-34; two Cys residues remain unpaired in IL-34, whereas CSF-1 uses a free Cys for an intermolecular disulfide link. 20,22 (c) Unexpectedly, the N-linked glycan attached to Asn76 serves as an integral part of the IL-34 structure (by interacting with residues in the b1-aB loop) and is essential for proper folding. 22 (d) The constitutive homodimer interface in IL-34 conserves hydrophobic contacts from two top-mounted loops (aA-b1 and aB-aC), which do not otherwise contribute to the core monomer fold. 22 IL-34 is resolutely related to short-chain helical cytokine folds [ Fig. 2(B) ] 22 ; however, the greater length of the globular chain (160 residues when compared with the typical 120-130 amino acids) is absorbed by three extracore helices in the long loops connecting aA-aB and aC-aD, which pack against the core helix bundle, and perhaps overshadow the two short b-strands b1 and b2, which form a compact antiparallel sheet between loops. 22 (e) As a result, secondary structure predictions of the IL-34 chain will find seven consecutive helices separated by short hairpin loops and mistakenly point the fold recognition algorithms toward larger antiparallel helical arrays. (f) The plastic engagement of CSF-1R by IL-34 and CSF-1 involves only the aA faces of the dimer helical scaffolds, and thus, the aD side of the shortchain-like cytokine fold is unusually degenerated in the rogue cytokines. 16 However, IL-34 is a surprising exception, as the receptor-free face is highly conserved (and targeted by a nonblocking antibody) for a yet undiscovered functional purpose that is not shared with CSF-1 [ Fig. 2 
(B)]. 22
Among the CASP10 predictions, models by five groups appear numerically better than the rest (GDT > 45). The best prediction according to GDT_TS (49.07) was submitted by the group "BAKER" and shows an all-atom RMSD of 6.3 Å . This model correctly predicts the overall topology of the cytokine helix bundle; however, the relative orientation of the secondary structure elements is not always preserved resulting in significant misalignments: according to the sequence-independent LGA, overall, only 20% of the residues in the model correctly align with the reference structure in a superposition generated with a 4 Å distance cutoff. The model fails to reproduce some specific characteristics of IL-24 such as the unusual disulfide connectivity and the arrangement as homodimer. Three groups (FOLDIT, Anthropic_-Dreams, and Void_Crushers) aimed at predicting the oligomeric state and submitted five models as dimers. However, in most cases, the arrangement does not reflect the correct quaternary structure. One model (group Anthropic_Dreams, Model 5) at least partially traced the overall orientation and interaction interface (residues 51-64 and 106-116) of the native structure.
Cytokine folds are notoriously plastic to sequence divergence, and receptors painstakingly accommodate these recognition and specificity challenges by various mechanisms. 22 As noted in the case of R0007, the prediction challenge begins with the negligible sequence similarity to other folds and is then compounded by a host of other issues (e.g., divergent disulfide patterns, extracore structures, and variant conservation patterns). Successful mapping of IL-34 to helical cytokine folds best followed a functional approach that winnowed down the candidates to other cytokines and then applied familyspecific constraints, such as delineation of the core helices by their genetic watermark, 18,22 to find the best rogue cytokine template.
GENE DUPLICATION AND A NOVEL FOLD FORM THE STRUCTURAL BASIS OF A FUNCTIONALLY UNKNOWN ENZYME ORFY FROM T. TENAX (T0734, PDB: 3ZPW; KORNELIUS ZETH)
OrfY is a protein of unknown function derived from the hyperthermophilic archaeum T. tenax. This protein was studied due to its co-occurrence with the treS/P protein in an operon structure regulating the synthesis of trehalose and possible implications in trehalose metabolism. The treS/P conducts unidirectional glycosyl transferring synthase activity causing the formation of trehalose from UDP (ADP)-glucose and glucose. 26 Because of the co-occurrence of the protein and according to the sequence-based searches that we performed, OrfY was predicted to belong to a class of bacterial transcription factors possibly activated by trehalose derivatives. Representatives of this class of proteins have previously not been characterized by structural biology methods according to sequence-based searches using HHpred. 27 OrfY contains 216 residues yielding a molecular weight of 24 kDa. Using HHrep for the detection of repetitive sequences, a motif of 100 residues was observed in OrfY. 28 We crystallized OrfY to study this protein by means of X-ray crystallography for subsequent cocrystallization with sugar derivatives, to perform in silico docking approaches with substrate molecules, and to approach its function based on the structure. Structure determination by MIR techniques and subsequent model building resulted in the refined structure with R/R free -factors of 0.18/0.22 at a resolution of 2.7 Å .
In agreement with the repeat prediction, the monomeric structure of OrfY displays two domains of similar fold and an internal pseudo-twofold axis giving a structure deviation of 2.2 Å for 100 aligned residues. The domain structure consists of an N-terminally located and extended b-strand of 5 nm length [b1 comprising residues 7-28; see Fig. 3(A) ], which together with the second and sequence-related b2-strand of the homologous domain (residues 120-138) forms an unusually extended protein architecture of a DNA-like "antiparallel b-helix motif." This motif is stabilized through a continuous H-bond mediated backbone structure and allows the enwinding around the pseudo-helical axis of 360 [see Fig. 3(B) ]. The C-terminal part of both domains is formed by a globular and entirely helical structure comprising five a-helices (a1-a5 and a6-a10). The structure in the asymmetric unit is a tetramer; however, the biological unit is only represented by a dimer that is stabilized by a large number of salt bridges and H-bonds yielding an interface of 1500 Å 2 (12% of entire protein surface). Using a multiple alignment of sequences, we identified 10 conserved residues clustering at the interface between two molecules. These residues are predominantly of aromatic nature and surround a conserved Asp and Lys residue [see Fig. 3(C) ]. Interestingly, the conservation of residues in the sequence has been observed only once despite the duplication of the sequence and the pseudo-twofold symmetry of the protein monomer. Using the structure data, we mapped these conserved residues onto the accessible surface whereby the hypothetical binding area of sugar (trehalose) molecules was identified. Residues of both domains contribute to the formation of this cavity including two N-terminal residues (Phe12 and Lys15) of the b1-strand and eight residues located in the globular fold (mostly on a7 and a8 helices). Cocrystallization with glucose yielded a positive electron density in the putative binding groove (unpublished data), and docking analysis using monosaccharide and disaccharide sugar structures including trehalose further confirmed this cavity to resemble the major binding site of the putative transcription factor. In summary, we learned that OrfY represents a repetitive structure of two novel domains that evolutionarily diverged to form one binding site for monosaccharides and disaccharides. Fold The structure of OrfY from T. tenax. A: Structure of the monomeric protein in cartoon representation with the two homologous domains color coded in orange and splitpea green. The secondary structure elements are depicted and assigned with b1-b2 for the strands and a1-a10 for the helices. The structure is shown in two different orientations related to each other by a rotation of 90 around the Y-axis. The pseudo-twofold symmetric axis is indicated by a dashed arrow and C2. B: The extended antiparallel b-helix motif is shown formed by the b1 and b2 strands and the H-bond pattern is indicated. C: Conserved residues forming the presumptive sugar-binding site and mapped on the structure in surface representation.
CASP10 Target Highlights analysis of the structure using the DALI program did not indicate any related 3D folds and confirms our initial HHpred results. Missing structural homologs in the PDB database also had implications for the prediction of the target by the CASP10 participating groups. None of the CASP10 predictions resemble the target structure-the best predictions reached only GDT of 20 and all-atom RMSD around 20 Å . Prediction of OrfY by the CASP groups has presumably failed for two reasons: the protein size that hampers a reliable de novo prediction and missing structural homologs for proper homology modeling.
HARD-KNOCK HELICES IN THE ORFAN DOMAIN OF MIMIVIRUS SULFHYDRYL OXIDASE R596 (T0737, PDB:3TD7; DEBORAH FASS)
The Erv fold-a five-helix bundle with an embedded flavin adenine dinucleotide cofactor and a redox-active dicysteine motif-is a compact module dedicated to catalyzing the formation of disulfide bonds. 29 The module is called into service for oxidative protein folding or assembly in a variety of subcellular and extracellular settings in eukaryotes. Erv family enzymes are also encoded by large double-stranded DNA viruses, such as poxviruses, and expressed in the cytosol of infected cells. [30] [31] [32] The giant mimivirus encodes two distinct Erv fold enzymes. The precise role of the two mimivirus disulfide catalysts in viral replication or assembly is unknown, but they are distinguished from one another by their carboxy-terminal regions. One has a membrane anchor, whereas the other, designated R596, has a domain-sized extension fused to the Erv module. This extension was not recognized as a known fold and has no apparent sequence similarity to any protein outside of closely related viruses. This phenomenon is quite general in mimivirus: in addition to a large number of ORFan proteins, 33 mimivirus encodes many proteins that clearly fall into recognized fold and functional classes but are decorated by substantial stretches of additional, unrecognizable sequence. These segments may tune the functions of their host proteins or they may simply be the residue of a massive and messy replication history. An argument has been made in favor of a functional role for mimivirus ORFan proteins in general. 33 Supporting positive selection for retention of the R596 ORFan domain in particular, this domain is fused to the Erv disulfide catalyst of related giant viruses isolated from remote regions of the planet. 34 Experimental determination of the structure of the mimivirus R596 protein addressed the relationship of this unclassifiable extension to the known catalytic components of the enzyme 35 and also addressed the more general question of whether mimivirus ORFan proteins and domains are structured (Fig. 4) .
CASP10 predictions for T0737 were in general poor and did not provide a realistic representation of the R596 ORFan domain. The best model, submitted by "Zhang_Ab_Initio," reached a GDT_TS of 40 (all-atom RMSD 8.5 Å ), in which only about one-third of the residues can be partially aligned to the reference structure (based on a sequence-independent superposition generated at 4 Å distance cutoff). Two striking features of the R596 ORFan domain, revealed by experimental structure determination, likely contributed to the difficulty in predicting the domain structure computationally. One feature is the unusual topology of the ORFan domain helical bundle. The central helix in the tertiary structure is far off-center in primary structure, being the secondto-last in sequence. Furthermore, rather than crossing the full length of the domain, this core, three-turn helix spans only about half the domain. At that point, the helix breaks, and the amino acid chain escapes out the side to form the final, peripheral helix, which projects tangentially from the rest of the domain. In general, secondary and tertiary structures, as well as hydrophobic and polar residue patterning, appear to be frustrated in the R596 ORFan domain. Two of the helices that pack against the truncated central helix have disrupted hydrogen bonding patterns and corresponding kinks. A singleturn helix serves as a bridge between two others. The core helix itself contains two charged residues, and another of the surrounding helices uses the aliphatic portions of basic side chains to form significant parts of its interaction surface with the hydrophobic core. This basic helix and to a lesser extent the long, straight, peripheral helix at the carboxy-terminus of the domain were predicted with moderate success by CASP competitors to be helical. However, this information did not contribute to success in tertiary structure prediction because of the general inability to pack the core of the protein or to assign the relative positions of the surrounding helices. Only in very few cases, the short central helix was placed by the predictors at the core of the domain.
The second feature that made prediction challenging is that the R596 ORFan domain is not entirely structurally independent from its host Erv domain. For example, the final helix of the ORFan domain is capped at the amino terminus by a glutamate side chain and a backbone carbonyl from the Erv domain. The two domains are intimately associated with one another, and the ORFan domain contributes to interesting shape and surface electrostatic properties in the overall quaternary structural assembly of the R596 enzyme. Specifically, the dimeric Erv and accompanying ORFan domains together generate a concave face lined with a striking collection of basic amino acid residues. The width of the cavity, about 26 Å , suggests a possible role in nucleic acid binding. However, the concave face does not contain other structural features expected of specific DNA binding proteins, and experimental evidence for such a role is currently lacking. Together, the awkward topology and the capping dependence suggest that the ORFan domain has not achieved the status of an independent folding unit, although attempts to produce the domain in isolation and to falsify this hypothesis have not yet been made. A successful structure prediction would presumably have required taking into consideration the relationship between the ORFan domain and the known structure of its neighboring Erv domain. It is not clear whether any of the prediction strategies had this capability. Given the prevalent scenario of protein segments with unknown structures juxtaposed to domains with known or readily templated structures, it seems that improved predictions of interdomain interactions would be exceptionally valuable to future structure prediction efforts.
Despite the ungainliness of the R596 ORFan domain, it nevertheless does clearly fold, at least in the context of the neighboring Erv module, to yield a crystallizable protein. One point scored for mimivirus ORFan foldability. However, the R596 structure raises another unanticipated question. Might new folds in general be born in this manner? Secondary structure accretion against a generous surface of a well-folded domain, coupled here and there with a subtle interdomain helix capping solution, seems like a reasonable way to diffuse the combinatorial problem of bringing a full-fledged new domain into the world. It is interesting to consider that mimivirus, with its enormous genome, rapid replication rate, large population numbers, and potential for engaging in horizontal gene transfer, 36 may use this mechanism to contribute to the expansion of protein fold space.
BACTERIOPHAGE T7 FIBER PROTEIN GP17 (R0001, PDB:
4A0U; CARMELA GARCIA-DOVAL AND MARK J. VAN 
RAAIJ)
Bacterial viruses, or bacteriophages, are important predators of bacteria. A majority of bacteriophages belong to the Caudovirales order and have a tail attached to a special vertex of their DNA-containing capsid. 37 The tail is involved in specific host recognition and subsequent DNA ejection across the bacterial membrane. The tailed phages can be divided into three families: Myoviridae with a long contractile tail, Siphoviridae with a long, flexible, noncontractile tail, and Podoviridae with a short noncontractile tail. Apart from their biological importance, bacteriophages have been studied as model systems for nucleic acid metabolism, protein assembly, DNA packaging, and other biochemical processes essential for life, leading to seminal discoveries such as that of messenger RNA. 38 Bacteriophages have also been used in applications such as phage therapy, phage display, and proposed as gene delivery vectors. 39 Bacteriophage T7 is a member of the Podoviridae family. 40 It is composed of an icosahedral capsid, formed by the protein gp10, and a short noncontractile tail [ Fig.  5(A,B) ]. The capsid contains 40 kb of linear dsDNA and the core complex, formed by gp14, gp15, and gp16. This complex is attached to the tail via the connector, a dodecamer of gp8. The tail is formed by the proteins gp11 and gp12. Gp13, gp6.7, and gp7.3 have also been described as being important for the infection; however, their location is still unknown. To the top part of the tail, six protein fibers are attached [ Fig. 5(A,B) ]. Each one is a homotrimer of gp17, a protein of 553 amino acids. The fibers and the tail together are responsible for efficient host cell recognition. 41 Presumably, the phage diffuses through the medium with the tail fibers retracted (i.e., bound to the capsid), although they transiently detach and may encounter a suitable host cell receptor. The phage may then diffuse two-dimensionally along the bacterial surface, attaching and detaching the individual reversible fiber-lipopolysaccharide (LPS) interactions until a suitable location for DNA injection is found. A second, irreversible receptor interaction may be involved in this. The fibers bind to the Escherichia coli LPS core heptose region 42 ; however, a putative second receptor has not yet been described.
Electron microscopy on fibers combined with image averaging and mass measurements on unstained fibers has led to a low-resolution model of the organization of the T7 fiber. 43 The fiber contains an N-terminal phagebinding domain consisting of residues 1-149 followed by a thin rod-like domain, which may contain a triple a-helical coiled coil, containing residues 151-260. After this proximal rod-like domain, there is a kink separating it from the distal part, consisting of residues 268-553. This distal part consists of four nodules as observed by electron microscopy. Based on the mass measurements, the nodules were assigned as containing residues 268-365, 366-432, 432-465, and 466-553, respectively.
The bacteriophage T7 fiber does not need phageencoded chaperones for soluble expression in E. coli and correct trimerization. However, crystallization trials of the full-length protein were not successful. 44 Expression vectors for four different N-terminal deletion mutants of gp17 were constructed, each one starting more or less where one of the four nodules start, while taking care not to interrupt predicted secondary structure elements. N-terminal purification tags encoding six consecutive histidine residues were included. The fragment gp17 (371-553) was crystallized, and its structure could be resolved at 1.9 Å resolution [ Fig.  5(C) ]. 44,45 The structure can be divided into two parts [ Fig. 5(C) ]: a tip domain (residues 465-553) and a pyramid domain (residues 371-464). The tip domain is globular, made up of b-strands, and corresponds to the last nodule. Each monomer contains a b-sandwich of two antiparallel four-stranded b-sheets, with a topology that has not been observed before (but see below). The pyramid domain corresponds to the second and third nodules and is mainly b-structured. The pyramid domain is composed of three nine-stranded b-sheets, to which each of the monomers contributes strands. The pyramid and tip domains are connected to each other by three short a-helices. The tip domain is likely responsible for receptor interaction, as reported mutations that change the host range of bacteriophage T7 are located in amino acids found in loops at the top of the tip domain [ Fig. 5(C) ]. 46, 47 When the sequence of the T7 tail fiber is compared with other related tail fibers, most of the differences are located in the tip domain, which is also consistent with the fact that this tip domain is more variable, responsible for cell attachment, and can be adapted to different host bacteria.
The predictions submitted for T7 fiber gp17 within the CASP10 experiment were overall not very accurate (GDT_TS less than 20) and did not realistically reflect the biology of the protein. The structure of the phage T7 fiber gp17 was difficult to predict due to the lack of sequence homology with any protein of known structure. It appears that the trimeric nature of the protein was not taken into account in the prediction, whereas this fact was provided with the target sequence. In general, the bstranded nature of the structure is found in the predictions, and in some cases, the residues that are in ahelical conformation in the crystal structure also have this conformation in the predicted structures. However, the topology of the predicted structures does not resemble the solved crystal structures exactly, which means that predictions based on threading the new sequence on an existing structural backbone are bound to at least partially fail.
The predictions that were guided by a limited amount of given long-rang contacts (amino acids spaced apart in the protein sequence but close together in the threedimensional structure) do not appear to have fared significantly better than those without. In some of the predictions, the residues known to be important for receptor recognition [ Fig. 5(C) ] are located far away from each other, whereas in others, they are close together, as they are in the crystal structure. The information regarding colocalization of putative receptorbinding residues would have been useful in the absence of the current crystal structure for designing site-directed mutagenesis experiments, either to validate important amino acids or to attempt to modulate receptor-binding properties.
The structure of the pyramid domain did show structural homology to the needle domains of bacteriophage P2 and Phi92, 48 and the tip domain has a similar topology to the globular domain of the bacteriophage Sf6 needle. 49 If it had been possible to predict this despite the lack of sequence homology, these structures could have been used for more successful structure predictions. If the fact that the protein forms a parallel homotrimer would have been taken into account, predictions might also have been more accurate. Furthermore, the low-resolution mask of the protein as determined by Steven et al. 43 could have been used to guide structure predictions. Now that the structure of this part of the T7 fiber is known, it should be possible to make reliable structure predictions for homologous domains of the fibers of E. coli phages T3 and 13a, the Yersinia phage PhiA1122, and perhaps other phages.
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF BACTERIOPHAGE CBA-120 TAIL-SPIKE (T0739; CHEN CHEN, PATRICK BALES, DANIEL NEL-SON, AND OSNAT HERZBERG)
Similar to the tail fiber described in the previous section, bacteriophage tailspikes are trimeric proteins involved in recognition of the bacterial host, usually through reversible binding to the repeating glycan units of the LPS or capsular polysaccharides. However, in contrast to the tail fibers that lack catalytic activity, tailspike proteins act as endoglycosidases. This enzymatic activity is thought to assist the phage in penetration of the capsule and outer LPS matrix to reach a secondary receptor that is irreversibly bound by the phage for subsequent DNA ejection. 40 Bacterial phage CBA-120 belongs to the Myoviridae family and specifically infects E. coli strain O157, an important food-borne pathogen. 50 The genome of this phage encodes four putative tailspike proteins, TSP1-4 (ORFs 210-213), which is unique for Myoviridae as tailspike proteins are usually associated with the Podoviridae family. 51 Recently, we have discovered that the CBA-120 TSP1 (770 amino acid residues) degrades biofilm polysaccharides formed by a variety of bacterial species (Daniel Nelson, unpublished data). Thus, CBA-120 TSP1 is a candidate for combination therapy for biofilm-forming bacterial infections, where the biofilm mediates resistance to antibiotics by encapsulating persister cells maintained in stationary phase inaccessible to the drugs.
The structures of tailspike proteins from a number of Podoviridae phages have been determined by X-ray crystallography at high resolution, including those from HK620, P22, /29, det7, and SF6. 52-56 Although they have limited sequence homology, they share common overall fold. 40 All tailspike proteins are elongated in shape and assemble into homotrimers. They are composed of two functional domains: the N-terminal headbinding domain that binds the virion particle and the C-terminal receptor binding domain that binds and degrades the extracellular polysaccharide. The receptorbinding domain consists of primarily a right-handed parallel b-helix structure, spanning approximately two-third of the full-length protein, followed by an intervening fragment and an ensuing C-terminal domain exhibiting different b-structure folds in different tailspikes. The receptor-binding sites among the tailspikes of known structures are located at the b-helix region, either along the interface between trimer subunits or within a single subunit. As with most endoglycosidases, such as lysozyme, the catalytic machinery is thought to consist of two carboxylate groups acting as general acid and base. The substrate specificity and location of the CBA-120 TSP1 active site are currently unknown. The crystallographic studies of TPS1 aim at examining its relationship to Podoviridae tailspike structures at atomic level and at providing insight into the enzyme catalytic mechanism and specificity.
The structure of the full-length CBA-120 TSP1 was determined by Se-MAD phasing because molecular replacement using known tailspike structures as search models failed, consistent with the lack of significant sequence homology. As expected, TSP1 exhibits a rodshaped homotrimer [ Fig. 6(A) ] consisting of the putative N-terminal head-binding domain and a C-terminal receptor-binding domain [ Fig. 6(B) ]. The latter domain contains primarily a three-stranded right-handed parallel b-helical structure. In CASP10, the predicted full-length structures were assessed and also parsed into four structural subdomains (D1-D4), among which the headbinding domain consists of D1 and D2 and the receptorbinding domain consists of D3 and D4, as outlined in Figure 6 (B). Because D4 contains 40 amino acids that intervene between the D3 and D4 b-helix regions, we analyzed two D4 subdomains separately, the intervening region (amino acid residues 581-623) and the ensuing b-helix (amino acids 624-766).
For the N-terminal head-binding domain, a Dali 57 search revealed no significant structure analog of the subdomain D1. The C-terminal subdomain D2 (residues 97-154) folds similarly to the NMR structure of the chitin-binding domain of Chitinase from Bacillus circulans (PDB: 1ED7) with RMSD of 2.1 Å over 38 paired Ca atoms.
A second Dali search with the receptor-binding domain as the query revealed that the D3 subdomain (residues 198-580) of the receptor binding domain is quite similar to a number of known tailspike structures, with the closest structural homolog being phage Sf6 tailspike (PDB: 2VBE). The RMSD value for 300 paired Ca atoms is 2.5 Å . The region that breaks the D3 and D4 b-helices does not resemble any other bacteriophage tailspikes. The D4 b-helical region has no structural homologs in other tailspikes with known structures. Most D4 domains contain b-sheets at their C-termini but these Figure 6 Crystal structure of bacteriophage CBA-120 tailspike. A: The overall structure of Tailspike TSP1 homotrimer. B: The structure of a TSP1 monomer. In CASP, the structures were assessed in full length and parsed into four structural domains (D1-D4). The N-terminal head-binding domain includes D1 (residues 12-96, colored blue) and D2 (residues 97-154, colored red). The ligand-binding domain includes D3 (residues 198-580, colored green) and D4 (residues 581-796, colored gray and cyan). The ligand-binding domain assumes primarily right-handed parallel b-helical structure; however, the helical axis is bent by an intervening fragment (residues 581-623, colored gray).
are not folded into b-helix. The tailspike from bacteriophage /29 is an exception, as both its D3 and D4 subdomains are b-helical (with large translational shift between the two domains). However, these are unusual two-stranded b-helices, quite different from the CBA-120 TSP1 b-helices.
The lack of significant amino acid sequence homology between TSP1 and tailspike proteins of known structure implies that this is a difficult structure to predict accurately even though the sequence database provides the functional annotation and secondary structure prediction programs show a strong b-strand signal. Issues that complicate structure prediction include out-of-register secondary structure alignment; difficulties to predict the structures of regions connecting the subdomains and hence the orientations between the subdomains; and problems with prediction of the loop regions that lack templates. These loop regions are particularly important because some loops of known tailspike structures delineate the active site. As expected, the structures of D1 and D4 regions that lack structure homologs in the PDB were not predicted correctly in CASP10. The D3 b-helix region was identified by most predictors, although the models exhibit high RMSD values. The fold of the D2 domain, which resembles that of the chitin binding domain of Chitinase, was not identified. An estimated 4 3 10 30 viruses 58 in the oceans represent one of the largest reservoirs of genetic diversity on earth. Many of the genes in this reservoir encode phage structural proteins such as capsid or tail proteins; however, they also encode genes that confer evolutionary advantages to their hosts including antibiotic resistance and acceleration of bacterial evolution through horizontal gene transfer. 59 By studying phage metagenomic sequences, we aim to uncover new enzymes with novel functions that could be exploited for various biotechnological purposes, including diagnostics as well as vaccine development.
This protein sequence was identified from a metagenomic pool of sequences isolated from marine environmental samples. The metagenomic sequences were then analyzed with an artificial neural network to identify protein-coding regions. 60 Highly pure protein was obtained for an expression construct, #5936. Crystallization trials were carried out at 16 C, and large, welldiffracting crystals were obtained. A native dataset was collected to 1.5 Å . Unfortunately, the amino acid sequence of this protein has extremely low sequence identity (7%) to any previously solved structures currently deposited in the PDB, which is one of the main reasons we believed that the structure would be an excellent candidate for CASP10. As no molecular replacement models were available, a second dataset was generated for SAD phasing using iodide ions. 61 After SAD phasing, we used the C-terminal domain as a model for molecular replacement with the 1.5 Å native data. To our surprise, the resulting pentameric structure clearly shows a two-domain architecture for each monomer [ Fig. 7(A) ]. The N-terminal domain is a fold similar to the six-stranded b-barrel of the cowpea chlorotic mosaic virus, 62,63 except in the structure of construct 5936 only five strands form the b-barrel. This b-barrel is surrounded by two antiparallel b-sheets and a single helix from each monomer. The helices form a pentagonal outline sitting atop the b-barrel [ Fig. 7(B) ]. The linkage between the N-terminal domain and the C-terminal domain has weak density and high temperature-factors, suggesting that it may be somewhat flexible, perhaps due to the absence of a binding partner. The C-terminal domain consists of a "jelly-roll" fold formed from two sets of four antiparallel b-sheets, which is similar in structure to other viral coat proteins. 64 A large, waterfilled internal cavity is formed in the center of the full pentamer, lined with extensive networks of structured water molecules in our high-resolution structure.
Because of the large size and complex interactions at the monomer interfaces, the CASP predictions for this protein failed to produce a model similar to the crystal structure. The pentameric nature of the protein was not predicted by any of the models, and of the monomer structures predicted, none showed a fold similar to the monomers in the crystal structure even at a qualitative level. With low sequence identity to any known structures, we expected that this would be a challenging target for CASP. Robust protein predictions are of high utility for proteins generated from metagenomic samples, where sequence identity with known proteins is low or nonexistent.
ENGINEERED DISULFIDE-RICH SMALL PROTEINS: AN UNPREC-EDENTED CLASS OF STRUC-TURE PREDICTION TARGETS (T0711, PDB:2M7T; FRANK V. COCHRAN AND RHIJU DAS)
Small proteins containing multiple disulfide bonds are increasingly being developed for a variety of biomedical applications. 65 These short sequences (30-50 residues) adopt well-defined and highly stable 3D structures composed largely of irregular, yet often rigid, loop conformations. The natural sequence diversity in these loops results in a wide variety of biological activities and allows novel functions to be introduced through molecular engineering. In a recent example, Ecballium elaterium trypsin inhibitor II (EETI-II), a member of the cystine knot family, was engineered for high affinity binding to tumor-associated integrin receptors by yeast surface display. 66 Libraries were prepared in which the Arg-GlyAsp integrin-binding motif, flanked by randomized positions, were grafted in place of the trypsin-binding loop. High-throughput screening identified several variants that bound integrin receptors with low-nanomolar affinity. Evaluation as molecular imaging agents in living animals demonstrated high tumor localization, low accumulation in non-target tissue and organs, such as kidney and liver, and high proteolytic and metabolic stability. 67 The combination of high-affinity receptor binding and exceptional in vivo performance has established these engineered integrin-binding proteins as leading candidates for further clinical development.
NMR studies with 15 N and 13 C double-labeled samples were undertaken to begin characterizing the structural basis for binding in addition to exploring the opportunities presented by small systems for advancing computational modeling. 68 The 33-amino-acid sequence of 2.5D was released as target T0711 in CASP10. The 3D structure (PDB: 2M7T; Fig. 8) showed that the cystine knot fold was preserved and that the conformer ensemble agreed well with the published X-ray structure of EETI-II 70 in regions outside the engineered loop. Minor backbone and side-chain differences when compared with the wild type occurred proximal to the engineered loop and were further validated by solving the structure of EETI-II with the same NMR methods. The entire 11-amino-acid engineered loop in T0711 was sufficiently well defined to be included in the assessment unit based on the specific structural criteria chosen for CASP10. 71 Two other related integrin-binding cystine knot proteins were also released as prediction targets (T0709 and R0003 in CASP ROLL, both 33 amino acids in length); however, multiple residues were omitted from the corresponding assessment units. Refined structures using restraints from more recently acquired NMR data will be discussed in a future report that discusses these results in the context of receptor-binding specificity.
As the sequence of T0711 differs from that of EETI-II only in the engineered loop and a K15S mutation for site-specific chemical conjugation at the N-terminal amine, standard database searches readily identified structural templates. As a result, T0711 was assigned as a TBM target. 71 However, the global scoring metrics in this category are not the most informative measures of predictive performance for the engineered loop, which is clearly the most interesting component as database searches are less likely to provide closely similar structural templates. This is emphasized by the reliance on global whole-model measures to determine how targets were used for prediction rankings. 3, 8 Given that loops play important roles in proteins, T0711 highlights the need for amended CASP protocols that capture a more complete picture of our understanding of protein structure.
SCORING OF LOOP PREDICTIONS
Evaluating the accuracy of loop conformation prediction within the CASP experiment has been challenging for several reasons: in a typical CASP prediction situation, the effect of selecting different templates, using different target-template alignments, and applying different loop prediction techniques are highly convolved in the final models. In addition, loop conformations in target structures are frequently influenced by crystal contacts in the reference structures. In the CASP10 experiment, a new type of prediction target such as T0711 became available, where specifically one loop was engineered within a mini-protein framework for which robust templates were available. Furthermore, these structures were solved by NMR, that is, the loop conformation was not influenced by crystal contacts.
Local scores such as the lDDT 4 allow the evaluation of loops in the context of the rest of the model using an NMR ensemble as reference. The lDDT measures the fraction of interatomic distances that were correctly reproduced in the model at certain accuracy thresholds, deriving the expected distance intervals from the NMR ensemble. Segments, which show large deviations within the ensemble of reference structures, will be characterized by large distance tolerance intervals, and therefore, a wider range of models will be considered as locally correct prediction for this region.
For example, the assessment of the engineered loop of T0711 (Fig. 9) indicates that the best all-atom prediction was provided by "BAKER-ROSETTASERVER" and picked-up by the meta-method "PconsM" (see Supporting Information for assessment of T0709, T0711, and R0003). One has to keep in mind, however, that the assessment of a small number of loops has no statistical significance which would allow a meaningful ranking of the methods. This analysis should be interpreted as proof of principle for the kind of analysis which would be possible in the future, if a larger number of targets of this type would become available.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Structure modeling and experimental structural biology complement each other in making structure information available to researchers addressing important problems in life science. Especially, template-based modeling has matured as a field and has become main stream in life science research today. 72 However, despite the significant progress over the last two decades, structure prediction is still far from being perfect, and more research is required to improve accuracy of models, especially in the remote homology/de novo modeling area. Together with the improvement of structure prediction methods themselves, techniques for their assessment also have to evolve to better reflect the issues important for structural biology research. 8, 9, 73, 74 The examples presented in this article highlight a series of reoccurring themes that appear to be challenging for current methods and might deserve development of specific methods in the future. (a) The accuracy of de novo predictions of new folds or regions for which templates cannot be detected is not satisfying, especially for longer protein sequences. (b) The oligomeric state of the target protein has often been shown to be relevant for structural integrity, and the oligomeric structure may also assist predictions of the interdomain orientation in multidomain proteins. However, it was not taken into account for the predictions, even in cases where information about the correct oligomeric state was provided. (c) Post-translational modifications that form an integral part of a structure are not considered in structure predictions. (d) Domain-sized extensions fused to known structures are often not recognized and modeled correctly; this is especially true for fast evolving viral proteins. (e) The specific structure of individual loops is often a key for the functional understanding of a protein; however, global evaluation measures in CASP do not capture small differences in the structures. Therefore, detailed assessments of loop modeling accuracy might be of interest in future exercises.
We hope that this study will guide future CASP assessors in emphasizing relevant criteria in the assessment and also inspire the developers of new improved techniques for structure prediction.
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